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SEED CONVEYORS

H. Dean BunchY
A conveyor is a mechanism which moves material from one location to

another in a continuous manner.

This definition includes horizontal conveyors and

vertical conveyors (elevators) as well as conveyors operating on an inclined plane.
Such mechanisms useful in seed handling may be classified into the following
types:
1.

Screw conveyors

5.

Vibrating conveyors

2.

Chain conveyors

6.

Pneumatic conveyors

3.

Belt conveyors

7.

Lift trucks

4.

Bucket eleva tors

A short description of each type and its specific usefulness follows:
Screw conveyors
The screw conveyor is one of the oldest and simplest methods of moving
bulk rna terials.

It is a helix formed from a flat steel bar and mounted on a pipe or

shaft , with supporting brackets and bearings.

This screw may operate in a U-

shaped trough for horizontal conveying jobs, although cylindrical tubes are
casings when materials are moved vertically or on an inclined plane.

The screw

conveyor is simply constructed, inexpensive, and since it can be used in any
position it is easily adaptable to congested conditions.
Because of friction among seeds during conveying and the possibility of
seed cracking due to dented casings or improper clearance between screw and
casing, screw conveyors are not generally recommended for easily- damaged seeds .
Nevertheless, short sections are commonly and satisfactorily used for the cereal
seeds, grasses and small-seeded legumes.

1/Dr. Bunch is Associate Agronomist and Supervisor of the Seed Technology Laboratory, Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station, State College, Mississippi.
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Chain conveyor
Chain conveyors are made in a variety of types for a variety of purposes.
They are slow moving conveyors, often characterized by high power requirements.
The drag or scraper conveyor is one of the common types in this classification .
Depending upon the use to be made of the elevator, drags of varying shapes are
mounted between two chains which are driven over end sprockets .

The most com-

mon conveyor of this type around a farm or seed plant is the outside portable elevator used for handling ear corn.

The conveyor may operate horizontally or on a

maximum inclined plane of about 45°.

Increased capacity of such a conveyor should

be accomplished by the use of larger flights rather than by increased speed.
Belt conveyors
A belt conveyor is an endless belt operating between two pulleys with some
type of idlers to support the belt and its load.
ally with anti -friction idlers.

It is mechanically efficient, especi-

Its power requirement is low , it is dependable and it

will handle practically any type of material. With proper size and idlers , ear corn,
threshed precleaned seed, cleaned seed and even bagged seed can all be handled
on the same unit.

It can be self-cleaning but as usually installed in seed plants ,

it is not. When operated at low speeds the conveyor can be used as a picking and
sorting belt.
high.

The initial cost of a heavy duty, high capacity installation is rather

On the other hand , many small units employed in seed plant installations

are relatively inexpensive.
The essential parts of a belt conveyor are the belt , the drive and the driven
pulleys, the tension adjustment, idlers, and loading and discharging devices .
The belt must be flexible enough to conform to the shape of the pulleys and
idlers, strong enough to carry the load, and wide enough to deliver the capacity
wanted.
The drive should be at the discharge end of the belt and may be a conventional
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type of belt drive.

The diameter of the drive pulley must be large enough to provide

adequate contact with the belt . An idler can be used to provide more wrap contact
with the drive pulley.

The take-up or tension adjustment may be by manual or

automatic screws on the foot pulley or on the idling pulley .
In simple installations , on short conveyors and with narrow belts , the loadcarrying portion of the belt may be a smooth wood or steel surface , while in installations involving heavy loads or long distances , anti-friction idlers support the
belt. When the belt itself is troughed by conforming to the shape of the load-carrying idlers

1

the width and cross section shape of the trough determine the load that

can be placed upon the belt .

Because of the cost of anti-friction idlers and the

narrowness of the belts , the majority of belt conveyors used for seed are supported
by the floor of a flat-bottomed trough with vertical or angled sides to increase capacity. While the belt is self cleaning , the trough often is no L
operate on an inclined plane of about 15° .

Belt elevators may

If the belt is equipped with flights the

angle may be increased.
Material may be discharged over the end of the belt or along the sides by
diagonal scrapers or by tilting the belt.

Th e most satisfactory way to empty a

troughed belt is through use of a tripping mechanism .

Such a mechanism consists

of two idler pulleys that cause the belt to take the shape of an S .
discharged over the top pu lley and to the side through a chute .

The material is

Trippers are usually

mounted on tracks so that they can be positioned any place a lo ng the length of the
belt.
An interesting variation of the belt conveyor is the zippered belt .
edges of the belt are equi pped with
zipper.

notc~es

The

much like those fo u nd on the common

After filling 1 the belt edges are attached together so that the belt with its

load is shaped like a hose . Although in use industrially , it is doubtful if any of
this type are employed in seed processing plants .
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Bucket eleva tors
Should a belt or a chain conveyor be up-ended to a vertical position and
buckets attached at regular intervals

1

the result would be a bucket elevator.

The

essential parts of a bucket elevator consists of a belt or chain(s) with buckets running over head and foot pulleys or sprockets with a method for feeding and discharging the load.
or wood casing.
casings.

The assembly is usually

but not always

enclosed by a steel

1

The up- and down-legs may be enclosed in the same or separate

This kind of elevator is widely used industrially

in seed processing.
lasting.

1

Belt type bucket elevators are quiet

1

1

in grain handling and

efficient and long-

The chief disadvantages of some designs are that speed may damage seed

and the enclosed units are difficult to clean out.
the down- or up-leg in some types

1

Feeding may be accomplished on

on the up-leg only on other types.

of the belt is usually accomplished either by screw or gravity
or head pulleys

I

I

Tightening

on either the foot

but usually on the foot pulley in elevators designed to handle

grain and seed .
Based upon the method of discharge

I

bucket elevators may be classified in

four types:
l.

Centrifugal Discharge
This is the type most commonly used in the handling of freeflowing materials including seed.

Since discharge from the buckets

are dependent both upon centrifugal force and gravity
the bucket

1

I

the shape of

the speed and radius of the head pulley and the position

and angle of the chute must be in proper relationship for efficient
operation. Elevators operated slower or faster than the speed for
which they were designed causes back-legging and excessive speeds
results in increased damage to the seed during pick-up and discharge.
If the foot pulley is smaller than the head pulley it is desir-

able to fill on the up-leg side of the elevator above the center line of
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the foot pulley, because centrifugal force is zero on the portions
of the belt not in contact with the pulley.
Bucket shapes vary with the manufacturer.

They are

ordina,rily constructed of steel, less frequently of plastic or
fiber glass.

Center spacing of buckets depend upon their size,

shape, belt speed, and pulley diameter of head and foot pulleys.
2.

Positive Discharge
The buckets on a positive or perfect discharge elevator
are usually mounted on a pair of chains.

They move slowly and

are so designed that the material drops, without benefit {or
interference) of centrifugal force, from each bucket to a chute
positioned to accept the discharge.

Feed designs differ, in

some units the material is scooped from the boot, while in others
it is fed directly into the buckets.

This elevator is often used on

materials which are light, friable or are otherwise of a nature
which do not discharge readily from a centrifugal elevator.

The

elevator is also useful in handling easily damaged materials.
Because of this last characteristic the positive discharge elevator
may have use in seed handling.
3.

Continuous Buckets
In this eleva tor the buckets are usually mounted on a
chain(s) as close together as possible.

During discharge the

material flows over the specially shaped bottom of the proceeding
bucket.

This is a slow moving elevator and will handle a variety

of materials, the most common being sand and gravel.
4.

Internal Discharge
This is a continuous type elevator in which loading and
discharge take place from the inside of the bucket line rather than
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Figure l.

Spaced-bucket,
centrifugal-discharge
elevator.

Figure 2.

Spaced-bucket,
positive-discharge
elevator.
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Figure 3. Continuous-bucket
elevator.

Figure 4. Internal-discharge
elevator.

(Figures l, 2 and 3 from Stephens-Adamson Mfg. Co. Catalog 66 .
from J. L. Mitchell brochure • )

Figure 4
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from the periphery.

The buckets are so designed and positioned that

they overlap during loading.

Both loading and discharge may be ac-

complished from either side of the elevator.

Some elevator designs

use one foot and one head shaft, others are equipped with one foot and
two head shafts, and still others have two foot and two head shafts.
Some are cased, some are not.
A type with two foot and two head shafts mounted in an open
frame is gaining in popularity among seedsmen because of its gentleness in handling seed and ease of cleaning.

Since the seed is fed

into the slowly moving overlapping buckets no boot is needed.

With

no boot, the friction caused by buckets moving through the mass is
eliminated, no seed can become crushed between pulley and belt or
chain and sprocket, and the seed need not fall any further than the
depth of the bucket during feeding.

Since the buckets move too slowly

to exert an appreciable centrifugal force the seed is discharged from
each bucket by gravity into a chute which may be spouted to either
side.

When the chains are lubricated with graphite, the unit is prac-

tically self-cleaning .
simple.

If it is not cased, inspection for cleanliness is

Seedsmen or organizations handling easily-damaged seed may

wish to carefully consider this type of elevator.
Vibrating conveyors
Vibrating conveyors, also called oscillating or shaker conveyors, move
materials uniformily in a continuous flow along a metal trough .

The trough is

mounted on rigid inclined toggles and is usually driven by a constant ·stroke eccentric drive.

The horizontal motion resulting from the eccentric is transformed into

an upward and forward pitching action by the inclination of the toggles .

The mate-

rial to be conveyed moves up and forward with each vibration while the trough
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returns backward and down.

The result is a series of rapid pitching actions which

produce a total net movement of the material toward the discharge end of the
trough.

Short feeding type conveyors are sometimes powered by an electromagnet

that can produce differing rates of vibration depending upon the rate of feed desired.
Although often used in industry to convey hot, abrasive, fine, dusty, lumpy, or
stringy materials these conveyors handle free flowing material equally well.

In

a seed cleaning plant they are often used to convey seed short horizontal distances, for instance from beneath a cleaner to an elevator leg on the same level,
or to feed some machine uniformily. A well built unit of this type is sturdy, and
compact.

One ofits most outstanding advantages to the processor of pure seed is

that it is completely self-cleaning and easily inspected.

Perhaps its chief limita-

tion is that it must be mounted on a firm foundation.
Pneuma tic conveyors
Pneuma tic conveyors move granular materials through a closed duct system
by high-velocity air.
mechanical parts.

They are characterized by low upkeep having only a few

They are flexible in that the conveying pipes may be placed in

any position and may be branched.

These conveyors are practically self-cleaning.

Disadvantages include high power requirements and possible damage to conveyed
materials.

Three basic systems are used in conveying a variety of materials:

(1) High-pressure systems which employ low-velocity , high pressure air.
(2) Low-pressure systems using high-velocity, low density air in which
centrifugal fans are commonly employed.
(3) Suction systems in which the pressure in the system is less than atmospheric pressure.
Although the high-pressure system is the most efficient of the three, seed
handling by this method is still in the experimental stage.

The low-pressure sys-:-

tern does not deliver sufficient suction to move many types of seeds.

On the other
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LIFT MASTER
FOR AUTOMATION
THE PROV EN PNEUMATIC CON V EYOR

TO F EED A ND RECEIVE F ROM ALL TYPES OF" PROCESS INC> ~ACHINES
ALSO USED TO COLLECT SCREE N IN GS A t-ID TRASH

Figure 5.

J;>iagrammatic sketch illustrating the flexibility of the air-lift elevator.
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hand, suction systems, commonly termed

11

air-lifts 11

,

are fairly widely used in cer-

tain areas, notably in the West, for the conveying of seed.
An air-lift is composed of a feed hopper, suction line, fan, receiver,
exhaust line, and air-lock valve at the bottom of the receiver.
signs differ in the position of the fan in relation to the receiver.

Air-lift elevator deThe fan may be

located before the receiver, after the receiver , but more commonly at the top of the
receiver as an integral unit.

Feed hoppers also vary, some introducing the seed

into a vertical portion of the suction line, others feeding on a horizontal intake.
The rotary air lock located at the bottom of the receiver allows the seed to pass
from the receiver without breaking the air seal in the system.
In operation, seed or grain is fed into the moving air stream within the
suction line, lifted to the conical receiver, spirals to a stop because of lower
velocity air movement, and passes through the rotor
charged directly from the fan.

air-~ock

while the air is dis-

Baffles and a larger discharge than intake line

prevent seed from being blown out of the discharge pipe .
Lift and carrying trucks
Lift trucks have several advantages which should be considered. With an
adequate number of well-constructed and properly-sized boxes thay can double
both as conveyors and as storage units.

A truck is especially useful where a

large number of lots are to be handled on relatively few processing machines .
Steel boxes equipped with moveable tops provide excellent temporary storage bins
prior to processing.

Lift boxes will substitute for a large number of permanent

bins and will make unnecessary handling of uncleaned seed in bags.

By the use

of pallets, the same truck which carries the boxes can also transport and stack
the bagged seed.
Seed stocks organizations or other establishments processing a large number
of lots in which positive identity is imperative might well afford to investigate the
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possibility of using the lift truck system . It is a method which offers many advantages in cleanliness

I

maintenance of seed purity

1

damage free handling

1

and

flexibility . With perforated bottoms in the boxes and a properly designed drying
set-up

I

the seed can be artificially dried in the boxes .

The original cost may seem

a little high but the system could easily pay off in the long run .

